
a year in review
 2020

PARENTING FOR LIBERATION



Timeline

Wrap up Kwanzaa
Celebration
MLK Day family photoshoot
Trina & Lorena connect
about branding and look 

JAN

Retreat 
Launch new brand look
Trina's Note on Leading thru Grief
Black Futures Month - Sanfoka,
Centering JOY for Black families

FEBRUARY

Pandemic hits & COVID lock
down begins!
Community Circle Circles
begin

MARCH

Community Care circles-  Storytime &
Altarbuilding
Created accompanying tools
Altarbuilding Podcast episode
"Who cares for the caregiver?"
Podcast episode on Support Children  through
Grief & Crisis
PRC talk highlighting connects to pandemic &
racism
Feedback requested for Community Care

APRIL



Timeline
FEBRUARY JAN - APRIL



what folks had to say...
"I really appreciated the space to reflect on ways I feel
prepared for this moment and ways my kid has shown me
she’s ok. There’s so much heaviness these days, which is also
important to process and reflect on, but it has far outweighed
everything else in both my personal life and my relationships.
So thank you for the reminder and for pulling us up and out
of the heaviness."

COMMUNITY CARE CIRCLE PARTICIPANT

"I felt at peace throughout the the call I’ve

been holding my body and a glass of water

with some herbs that I will place on my altar-

the words that came to me were liberation,

freedom, and love. thank you for creating

this space."

COMMUNITY CARE CIRCLE PARTICIPANT

JAN - APRIL



Timeline

Mothering Ourselves 
5/10: Care for Caregivers Announced 

Website & Sign up form created
Call for Donations
5/13: Trina begins promo for book -
talk with Dani McClain 
5/21: MamaGlow BookTalk
Website updated w Book Promo

MAY

Community Care Circle - Grief Circle 
Book LAUNCH!!!
Book Bundle Released!
Podcast Mini-Series for Book Launch

JUNE

Send out Survey for feebdack
#FreeGrace mini-campaign
online

JULY

Black August Learning Series - 3
videos released bi-weekly

Tools created for each offering
Self-Reiki, Dream Medicine,
AfroFuturist Collage making

Trina takes a vacay, Lorena goes to
the beach :) 

AUGUST

#SAYTHEIRNAMES
GEORGE FLOYD, BREONA TAYLOR,
TONY MCDADE, AHMAUD ARBERY.



TimelineMAY - AUGUST



what folks had to say...

MAY - AUGUST



Timeline AUGUST



Timeline

Back 2 School!
Liberated Schooling
Resources from Home

SEPT

Book Book Club launches
Conversation w/ Jazz Smollett - IG
MAMA Summit Keynote! 
Trump tells Proud Boys to Stand

OCT

Book Workshop Series - next cohort
Election Care Sessions - new offerings
and connecting to past healing
sessions 
"How is your Vote an Act of
Liberation?" IG filter created
Trina joins Policy fellowship!

NOVEMBER

Giving Tuesday & End of year giving
asks
Deep dive into Card Deck Creation
Virtual Kwanzaa Launch! 

DECEMEBER



You are free to make mistakes. You are safe. come sit

with me. you are memorable.You will experience a safe

and consistent love. You're Resilient You're enough.

You're learning to love each day. Your breath is yours.

Grow, love, learn, and take each breath, one breath at a

time. And that is, and will always be enough. You have a

voice. Someone needs to hear your message and story.

It's worth being told, your thoughts, mind ideas valuable.

It wasn't your fault. You deserve protection, your feelings

are valid.I love you, you are brilliant.You will experience a

safe and consistent love. It wasn't your fault. You deserve

protection, your feelings are valid.

what folks had to say...

BLACK PARENT
WORKSHOP SERIES

AFFIRMATIONS


